
Living Vampire Invented by Shamblaros 
 

Living vampires are the true vampires.  They are the aberration of a living body reinforced with abilities similar to the 

undead.  They can tolerate the sun like any other living creature (although they lose some abilities), some enjoy the taste 

and smell of good garlic soup, they use a mirror when freshening up, and most get a good laugh out of people who 

shove holy symbols in their faces.  When they smell, they take a bath in running water, they prefer sleeping in luxurious 

beds (but a few sleep in coffins if vampire style is a thing of theirs), and they only ask before entering a building if they 

want to be polite.  Oh, and driving a stake through their heart will only make them angrier. 

A living vampire obviously has more free will than a dead body ruthlessly killing innocents, so they may be of any 

alignment, although they still tend toward slightly evil.  However, all vampires, regardless of alignment, are extremely 

devious.  Even a lawful good vampire will use their deadly intelligence to come up with a devilish scheme (but such 

plans must still follow their alignment).  Finding the right vampire will make an excellent ally, just be careful not to piss 

him off.  Unless they absolutely have to expose themselves, or merely don’t mind losing their powers for the moment, a 

vampire avoids the sun, even though it’s harmless to their life (see light weakness).  Vampires love the taste of blood.  If 

they can’t get a hold of good victim, they’ll drain the blood from a rat or other warm-blooded, non-humanoid creature.  

It doesn’t taste as good, doesn’t give them any power, and the creature is unaffected by vampirism, but blood is blood.  

Vampires usually have pale skin from avoiding the sun so often, but they are still very attractive looking.  There is one 

exception.  A vampire does not need to eat, drink, sleep, or breath, but not doing so begins to kill the vampires living 

body which the aberration exists in, thus eventually giving them a gory, undead appearance.  However, the only 

consequence of this is that the vampire gains light sensitivity and suffers a –2 penalty to charisma.  This does not affect 

any other abilities or powers, and their body heals and regenerates back to normal when they resume normal living 

habits.  Some living vampires have a hatred for undead vampires.  They see them as weak forms of themselves—

unfinished blood transfusions.  Some non-chaotic and non-evil vampires see them as abominations to the mortal world, 

and to vampire reputations.  Vampires that feel this way will usually destroy any undead vampires they come across, 

and they will destroy the bodies of any victims before they become one.  This is also good for getting rid of evidence.  

A few living vampires have this hatred for all types of vampires, in fear of what their own spawning race might do to 

the world. 

 

CREATING A LIVING VAMPIRE 

“Living Vampire” is a template that can be added to any living/non-undead humanoid or monstrous humanoid creature 

(referred to hereafter as the “base creature”).  The creature’s type changes to “aberration.”  It uses all the base creature’s 

statistics and special abilities except noted here. 

 

Hit Dice: Increase to d10. 

Speed: Doubles from base creature (This is an extraordinary ability). 

AC: The base creature’s natural armor improves by +4 

Attacks: A vampire retains all the attacks of the base creature and also gains a claw attack if it didn’t already have 

one. 

Damage: Vampires have a claw attack.  If the base creature does not have this attack form, use the damage values in 

the table below.  Creatures with natural attacks retain their old damage ratings or use the values below, 

whichever is better. 

 

Size  Claw Damage 

Fine   1 

Diminutive  1d2 

Tiny   1d3 

Small   1d4 (19-20/x2) 

Medium   1d6 (18-20/x2) 

Large   1d8 (19-20/x3) 

Huge   1d10 (x3) 

Gargantuan  1d12 (x4) 

Colossal   2d8 (x4) 



Special Attacks: 

A vampire retains all the special attacks and also gains those listed below.  Saves have a DC of 10 + 1/2 vampire’s HD 

+ vampire’s charisma modifier unless noted otherwise.  Vampires with a charisma score of 19 or higher possess the 

following spell-like abilities, using their level as the caster level, as specified in the table below.  Unless otherwise 

indicated, the ability is usable once per day. 

 

Level  Abilities 

1-2  Mage Hand at will (5 lbs. / level) 

3-4  Spider Climb 3 / day 

5-6  Darkness 3 / day 

7-8  Fly (1.5 times normal speed with perfect maneuverability) 

9-10  Improved Invisibility 

11-12  Teleport 3 / day 

13-14  Disintegrate 3 / day 

15-16  Finger of Death 

17-18  Mass Charm 3 / day 

19+  Energy Drain 

 

A vampire has detect thoughts, telepathy, and true seeing as the spells, as innate abilities. 

 

- Domination (Su):  A living vampire has the Domination ability as undead vampires (see page 221 of the 

Monster Manual).  He uses it as a dominate person spell cast by a sorcerer of equal level. 

- Blood Drain (Ex):  A living vampire has the Blood Drain ability as undead vampires (see page 221 of the 

Monster Manual).  Every 3 constitution points the vampire drains from a victim gives him 1 temporary 

constitution point.  (The vampire’s total temporary constitution points from draining victims may not exceed 5 

+ his level.) 

- Create Spawn (Su):  A living vampire has the Create Spawn ability as an undead vampire (see page 221-222 of 

the Monster Manual). 

- Transfusion (Ex):  If a vampire uses a full round action, they may use the Transfusion ability rather than 

Create Spawn.  The vampire puts some of his blood back into the body of his victim.  Doing so drains the 

vampire of any temporary hit points he gained from that victim, and the victim becomes a living vampire with 

his constitution score fully restored.  The vampire cannot use this ability more than one minute after his 

victim’s constitution is reduced to 0 or below.  A vampire can turn an undead vampire or vampire spawn into a 

living vampire by allowing them to drain him of some of his blood for one round.  (The living vampire is not 

subject to ability damage, so his constitution is not damaged in this process.)  A living vampire has no master. 

- Metabolism Control (Ex):  Vampires have an unlimited life span, do not age, but are alive, so their bodies still 

grow.  Cutting off their hair or nails would only cause them to regenerate, so vampires have control over the 

growth of their anatomy.  As 1 action, a vampire can change the length of his nails, hair, and/or canine teeth.  

They often use this ability to hide their claws and fangs until they’re ready to strike a victim and expose what 

they really are.  The vampire can also stop breathing, make their hearts stop, etc. 

- Strength Bonus (Su): A number of rounds per day equal to 6 plus the living vampire’s constitution modifier, a 

living vampire may increase his strength by plus 1 per level.  These rounds need not be consecutive.  He may 

not use this ability in sunlight (see light weakness).  



Special Qualities: 

A vampire retains all the special qualities of the base creature and those listed below, gains the aberration type, and 

powers similar to the undead type (see below). 

 

- Super Immortality (Ex): The living vampire has no maximum age.  He takes no penalties for aging, and any 

penalties he once had are negated.  If a living vampire chooses to do so, he may store his soul in a magical item 

like a lich does, and will be revived in 1d10 days if killed.  He must follow all the rules for this magic item as 

mentioned in the Lich template entry in the Monster Manual.  The only exception is that if the item is 

destroyed, it does not kill him.  He is now simply more vulnerable to death. 

- Speed Enhancement (Ex): A living vampires outstanding speed gives him a +4 competence bonus to melee 

attack rolls, ranged attack roll with thrown weapons, armor class, and reflex saves. 

- Scent (Ex): Vampires can use the scent ability to track, and have a +8 racial bonus to alchemy. 

- Darkvision (Ex): Vampires have darkvision with a range of 60 ft. 

- Low-Light Vision (Ex):  Vampires have low-light vision. 

- Damage Reduction (Su): A vampire has damage reduction of (their level / +1 + 1 per every 5 levels).  For 

example, a level 5 vampire has damage reduction 5/+2. 

- Fast Healing (Ex): A vampire has fast healing equal to 6 plus his constitution modifier. 

Regeneration (Ex): A vampire has regeneration equal to his constitution score (max 20).  Even though they are 

immune to subdual damage, regeneration is the only exception.  A lost appendage regenerates after one full 

round.  Damage dealt to vampires by fire ignores regeneration. 

- Immunity (Ex): Vampires are immune to cold, electricity, and sonic damage. 

- Resistance (Ex): Vampires have fire and acid resistance equal to their level divided by two (round down.) 

- Undead Characteristics (Ex): Living vampires are immune to poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, death 

effects, death from massive damage, and necromantic effects.  They are not subject to critical hits, sneak 

attacks, subdual damage, ability damage, ability drain, or energy drain.  They are, however, still subject to 

mind-influencing effects, and are still required to make Fortitude saves.  The aberration that their living body 

takes on is reinforced with the power of the undead, so they only gain some powers of the undead, and are not 

truly the undead, nor are they considered the undead type. 

 

Saves: Same as base creature 

Abilities: Increase from the base creature as follows: Str +6, Dex +4, Con +0, Int +4, Wis +2, Cha +6. 

Skills: Vampires receive a plus +8 racial bonus to Bluff, Hide, Jump, Listen, Move Silently, Search, Sense Motive, 

and Spot checks.  A living vampire’s jump is not limited by his height.  These are otherwise same as base 

creature. 

Feats: Vampires gain Blind-fight and Combat Reflexes, assuming the base creature doesn’t already have these 

feats and meets the prerequisites. 

 

Climate/Terrain: Any land and underground 

Organization: Usually Solitary 

Challenge Rating: Same as base creature +6 

Level Adjustment (ECL): Class levels +11 

Treasure: Double Standard 

Alignment: Often evil 

Advancement: By character class 

 

VAMPIRE WEAKNESSES 
For all their power, vampires have one weakness.  This is known as light weakness. 

 

Light Weakness: To a vampire’s powers, sunlight is like an anti-magic field.  A vampire that stays in sunlight for more 

than one round loses all spell-like and supernatural abilities from being a vampire as if they were in an anti-magic field.  

They also lose any temporary constitution points they had from draining blood.  All of the vampire’s abilities come 

back when the vampire returns to darkness, except his temporary constitution points, which can only be regained by 

taking more victims. 



VAMPIRE CHARACTERS 

A vampire’s favored class is sorcerer. 

 

Druids:  Although living vampires are not truly undead, and may be of any alignment, they are still unnatural, thus 

restricted from the druid class.  A druid that becomes a vampire becomes an ex-druid. 

Sorcerers:  Vampire sorcerers are very powerful from their charisma bonus, and sorcerer is their favored class because 

power is in their blood.  Their potentially high strength, dexterity, and constitution scores, along with many other 

abilities, allow them to retain good fighting skills, even as spell casters. 

A vampire basically gets its powers from its soul not being fully intact with its body.  This is how they get their undead 

characteristics and their much valued Super Immortality quality.  They are also immune to spells and spell-like effects 

that involve the soul. 

A living vampire’s offspring has the potential to become a vampire, but doesn’t have any abilities from the start.  They 

must first be aware of the fact that they are a vampire, and train themselves to gain the vampire abilities and qualities 

(i.e. the Living Vampire template is not added on to the base creature until they earn the appropriate level adjustment.) 

 

VARIANT: The Only Vampire 

As a variant, rather than considering this template as a living vampire, one could simply call it a vampire, and have it 

completely replace the old “undead vampire”.  This is a good variant for one who does not like the folklore-based 

vampires in the Monster Manual. 

One possible explanation of undead vampires is, they don’t exist, but some living vampires are thought to be undead.  

The pale looks about them, the metabolism control, the immunities, the need for living blood, etc.  One may also 

believe that light may destroy a vampire because they avoid it so much, or one may have witnessed a vampire's 

constitution score drop to 0 and was killed from being exposed to sunlight.  A vampire may have also naturally hated 

the smell of garlic, hated getting wet, and had a strange phobia of holiness.  All these things would explain some of the 

folklore and rumors of vampires. 

If you do decide to use this variant, take away the living vampires’ Create Spawn ability. 

 

LIVING VAMPIRES: What are They, and How Did They Come to Be? 

Living Vampires are thought to be undead, but they are actually aberrations that have some of the bonuses that an 

undead creature would usually have.  They are slightly tougher than normal aberrations because of the undead 

reinforcements they have in their body.  Unlike most aberrations, living vampires are still considered humanoids.  They 

are considered aberrations because of the unnatural changes their bodies undergo. 

The first vampire was an extremely powerful wizard named Vlaude Dracule.  Like most extremely powerful wizards, he 

sought to become immortal.  He constantly researched magic trying to create super-powerful (and difficult) spells and 

rituals to become immortal. Most of his attempts were successful, but he could never seem to become perfectly 

immortal.  After decades of magical research, he discovered something very interesting.  He could create a magical 

ritual that would manipulate the anatomy of his body so that he could give his life force any characteristics he wished.  

He succeeded, and his own body became an aberration without changing the slightest bit.  He discovered a flaw though.  

He craved blood like it was more than life itself.  He soon gave into these urges, and realized that blood strengthened 

his life force.  Over the years, he made a few fine tunings to his immortality, and also gave himself fangs to better hunt 

his victims.  His cravings drove him evil.  He discovered one other fact about his powers.  The powers he imbued into 

himself through magical rituals had seeped into his very flesh and blood.  His son, Count Dracula, was taught Vlaude’s 

magical ways, and began to notice that he had the same powers.  Vlaude also discovered that when he gave blood back 

to a victim, they would be revived as a vampire, with all his traits of power and immortality.  He was amazed by his 

powers, but at the same time, they confused him.  He didn’t understand the true nature or limit of his power.  He feared 

the unwanted evil brewing inside and what he may have unleashed upon the world.   

Little is known about Vlaude to this day.  Most who actually do know of the existence of living vampires, and the 

legends of Vlaude, believe that he is still very much alive, hiding somewhere, in fear of his eternity and power.  He is 

believed to be very aware of what he’s done to himself, and the future of the world, and doesn’t wish for it to progress 

any further.  It is said that he comes out only to hunt, and try endlessly to keep his “disease of the world” under control 

in whatever ways possible.  Otherwise, he stays in hiding, probably with a few companions, protecting the world from 

his own evil.  It is possible that Vlaude, and possibly even his son, Count, along with other close companions, have 

reached god-hood. 

 


